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M O R E
T H A N 
O N E



BEST BALANCE

CEATING A NEW 
MODE OF WORKING

In today's workplace, openness and privacy are all important 
to each employee. We need to find a balance between them. 
Collect ive zones provide a shared space where you can 
communicate with your colleague or have time to yourself. 
Networking is no longer arranged but happens by chance. In 
the shared space, you can find an ideal place for work or play. 
However, team work is inevitable. How to switch working modes 
quickly is a big issue for everyone. 



A
DYNAMIC 
OFFICE iWork can be used as a desk,a bench, a 

lantern, or a telephone booth, and so much 
more. It can even all be accommodated 
in a spacious room, which will become an 
eye-catcher especially for new offices. In 
addition, picking up some iWork collection 
to match the workplace is  a good measure, 
not only facilitate communication but also 
help employees to change the working 
environment easily for inspiration.



FREE PATTERN
iWork collection was born to provides brilliant solutions that can 
meet the needs of different people. They decide where to work 
and with whom. The semi closed screen creates an efficient 
work environment for employees, they can easily share ideas 
with others. what's more, it brings them more visual and acoustic 
privacy, which can help improve creativity and efficiency.

The design of screens increases the privacy of the space. Begin with the view of opening 
office, whether it's a conversation between colleagues or a discussion on solutions from 
team members, iWork has created a comfortable space for communication and interaction.

The inner part of the screen has the 
powerful functions of inner wiring and 
inner wire distribution.



Sedentary lifestyles increase risk, intelligent and high-quality furniture make the work 
day more dynamic and healthier. iWork inspires a better and healthier lifestyles, you 
can enjoy your working time more freely in the new office. HEALTH PROMOTION



Solutions to workplaces noise pollution include adding insulation and 
sound-proofing to doors, walls, and ceiling. Now there are produces a new 
way of reducing the noise. Some intelligent furniture can be used in work 
environment, not only providing excellent acoustic performance but also 
creating places of seclusion. 

E X C E L L E N T 
S O U N D 
I N S U L AT I O N



The collection can make use of office space reasonably and divide the various regions 
ingeniously. The effect of connection and separation, makes the office environment more 
interesting. It can create an office area, conference area or leisure area and so on.

MULTIPLE
SPACES



With its high screens, iWork shields users 
both visually and acoustically from the 
surrounding environment. It offers a space 
for withdrawal and privacy. Thanks to the 
excellent acoustic qualities and its function 
as a visual screen, iWork provides an 
efficient way to help people maintain 
focus on their work.

It's not just a common design. iWork creates a special meeting 
space for you. The new structure has a light weight, high strength, 
and good sound insulation effect. Its warm appearance adds so 
much fun to your office. 

Fixed work patterns will make us 
feel tired and lack of motivation.

iWork col lec t ion covers a var ie t y 
of of f ice furniture series, which are 
designed to meet different demands.

You can mix and match colors and 
effects in any combination.

iWork can inspire the imagination 
and creativity of the user.



Obviously, we live in a modern working environment, much 
remained to be done. That's why we need some private place to take 
a breather. iWork creates a peaceful space for you, even makes you 
feel like at home.

COZY 
& INTIMATE

It has many versions for users to choose, high screen or low screen, single seat or double 
seat and so on, and accessories are available to match. 

Intelligent, well-designed furniture 
wi th  a wide var ie t y  o f  fea tures 
promote exchanges and cooperation.



IWORK offer options that help to divide space and work efficiently. The 
versatile system brings order and pleasure to spaces, which meet individuals 
and teams’ needs.

HUMANIZATION
DESIGN 

Standing phone booth provides a good solution to 
help better protect individual privacy. Users can make 
a phone call in this quiet environment, whether it is 
private affairs or official business. 

A suspended phone booth is also available. 
It comes in several colors and sizes.

In fact, we need to communicate 
with others at work everyday. It is 
inevitable to make a phone call.

It's hard for employees to find a quiet environment 
in office when they need to call someone.

The iWork phone booth offers a peaceful 
and quiet environment to work in. 



There can be no doubt that felts have become popular trends in office space. 
With good decoration and sound insulation effect, this special material can 
be used in every conditions. iWork is expected to create warm, natural and 
stylish, making people love where they work. 

LIFE WITH ART
AND COMFORT

iWork felt wall tiles are rich in color, and 
have good ef fects on sound-proof and 
decoration. Different colored wall tiles can 
be combined to create 3D pixel mural.



iWork

iWork uses a variety of colors and shapes to construct a fantastic 
world. There are desks, partitions, sound-absorbing lights, phone 
booths and so on. Rich colors and shapes, make the office 
environment full of vitality, and it can help to create your own 
personality space.

According to the trends of future office spaces, a new 
demand should be meet well: furniture products tied up with 
surroundings. iWork has many other felt series to match, 
which provide more functionality. And can be optionally 
equipped with a table, power connections and lighting to 
serve as a full-fledged workspace.



The hook can be used on screens that 
you can hang clothes on. 

You can write down your ideas or leave 
a message at any time.

Effective cable management 
and power supply.

Put your name card on the screens. Multiple functions can meet the wide range of 
applications. 



DESKTOP

BOOTH SCREEN

SOFA

ACCESSORIES

W=1400/1500/1600
D=700/750

W=1400/1500/1600
D1=700/750
D2=603/653

W=1400/1500/1600
D1=700/750

W=1400/1500/1600
D1=603/653
D2=352

W=900
D=700
H=680

W=1200
D=700
H=680

W=900/1000/1100/1200
1400/1500/1600/1800
H=1200/1400/1500/1800

W=400/500/600/700
800/900/1000/1100
H=1200/1400/1500/1800

W=400/500/600/700
800/900/1000/1100
H=1200/1400/1500/1800

W=900/1000/1100/1200
1400/1500/1600/1800
H=1200/1400/1500/1800

W=800
D=815
H=1350/1500

W=1430
D=815
H=1350/1500

W=2055
D=815
H=1350/1500

W=2530
D=1430
H=1350/1500

W=2530
D=1430
H=1350/1500

W=2530
D=2055
H=1350/1500

W=2530
D=2055
H=1350/1500

W1=665
W2=1200
H=646

W=600
D=600
H=74

W=1000
D=3-25
H=2400

W=740
D=40
H=1656

W=900
D=815
H=900

W=900
D=815
H=2100

W=2530
D=1430
H=2100

W=2530
D=2055
H=2100

W=1430
D=815
H=2100

W=2055
D=815
H=2100

W=200
D=45
H=80

W=40
D=45
H=80

W=500
D=45
H=320
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